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California Earth Science Corporation (CalESCO) is pleased to submit its 28th
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Summary Outlook
J	 The principal plans for the immediate future are to prepare the final reportsU	 U; Q)
on our analysis of Skylab data, and to prepare and analyze S192 images. Field
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studies of the area covered by the S192 images will be accomplished when the
R' LnC.6 *' `r technical report in preparation is completed.r z w .
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^; N a 1. Work was continued on a technical report describing our analysis of thex 
..^ ,«(v	 enhancement characteristics of pseudocolor transformations.
~ ro ., 2. Ratio images of all usable S192 channels of the Mojave test area wore
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generated.
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1. Work will continue on a technical report describing our analysis of the
enhancement characteristics of pseudocolor transformations.
2. Ratio images of S192 channels of the Mojave test area will be analyzed.
Travel Summary and Plans
No travel is planned during October.
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Paul M. Merifield
Principal Investigator
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